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About This Game

Fatal Gem is the unique virtual reality match-three game with epic graphics, providing a fantastic VR experience of Match-
Three games. Enjoy yourself!!! Just imagine that the player is surrounded by all kinds of beautiful gems. You can touch and

move all of them and it's really an unprecedented experience in VR.

Features
- Gems

- The first Match-three VR game
- Real experience for gem elimination

- High-resolution textures
- More Gems

- Lucky Combo experience
- Time pressure caused by bomb.
- HUGE AMOUNTS OF GEMS
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Title: Fatal Gem VR(The First Match-3 VR Game)
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation, Sports, Strategy
Developer:
Edougame
Publisher:
Edougame
Release Date: 23 Nov, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1, Windows 8.1 or later, Windows 10

Processor: CPU: Intel i5-4590, AMD FX 8350 equivalent or better

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 970, AMD Radeon R9 290 equivalent or better

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: N/A

English
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It's 10 out of 10 railtastic!. The game currently offers endless waves of zombies to kill (if you can survive), several areas to
unlock per map (there's currently only one map available), a handful of perks and a large selection of guns to purchase. It also
has a basic leveling system where you can upgrade things like your health, armor, ammo and sprint ability. The graphics are
okay, rather simple, but it does run incredibly smoothly as a result - even with a large horde of zombies chasing after you. With
future updates I really think this could turn into a great game, although with that said, even in its current state I think it's easily
worth the €0,99. I will be playing more of this, for sure!. Bummer! World War III happened and killed most of the world’s
population. The ones that got toasted were the lucky ones. Survivors live in constant fear of being murdered or enslaved by
violent gangs, renegade military units and, of course; mutants.

Outfitted with a heavily armored car, unlimited firepower and a thirst for vengeance, our Heroine – the Wasteland Angel roams
the radioactive wastes, travelling from one God-forsaken town to the next, protecting survivors from being enslaved. She’s on a
mission, to defend those that can’t defend themselves.

Wasteland Angel is a throw-back to the era of vintage arcade shooters, where players fend off waves of enemies and ultimately
face-off against epic end-level bosses. From a top-down isometric view, players pilot the Wasteland Angel’s overpowered
vehicle as its dual machine guns cut a swath across the terrain. To handle whatever the gangs, muties and renegades throws her
way, Wasteland Angel has upgradeable weapons and ammo that can rip enemies from this life and toss them into the next.. It's
good that they are giving this away instead of selling it. Not worth any money, but a good mission for free.. very retro and very
fun, brings back fond meomories of childhood
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It's very good. Stealth done extremely well in a way I've not seen since Thief 1 & 2. It uses the perspective well, and involves
creative and occasionally frantic use of a large set of tools.. rFactor may seem old, but it's still worth buying on sale. Don't play
it without mods.. quot;Average at best, Id give it a miss"

PROS:
- In terms of evidence and its storyline its well detailed and interesting
- I quite liked the games atmosphere, it is as described, moody and intriguing
- The soundtrack is so relaxing, I could fall asleep to it
- Its not entirely straightforward allowing for a challenge not all point & clicks provide

CONS:
- It looks drab and well below an acceptable standard
- The voice acting is dreadful
- I didn't find it 'funny' instead I thought the script was uninteresting
- The camera was poorly placed in some areas, you are so zoomed out that exploring can be frustrating as its not very responsive
either.

VERDICT?
 I almost recommended this as it was very interactive and didn't hold your hand, along with its atmosphere but ultimately I fell
out of touch with this game as its too poorly designed for me to have cared enough to continue. If you really love point & clicks
however I'd say go for it at the right price.. This has got to be the worst game I have ever played, it was majorly miss
represented on the steam page, for example it doesn't even feel like the game is in alpha, the textures and lighting are crap and
look nothing like the gougous sceen shots provided on the store. To make matters worse when I contacted steam they told me
that I have already paid for it so I can't get a refund, even though it was grosly miss advertised. Not happy at all with Steam or
this company. True to the board game.. I think that I've been spoiled when it comes to Choice games. This game isn't bad on it's
own, but when compared to other options it simply falls flat. I often felt a bit railroaded, and that my choices only barely
mattered. When the game ended I thought I was only halfway through it, and the ending scene was entirely underwhelming. All
in all, kind of a disappointing game.. I got this game today on Steam because I never played it when I was younger, and this
game is really fun!
9.5 out of 10. you wanna press the button 100k times and you win. I enjoyed this game, would rate it about 8/10. Looking
forward to the following acts, would love to see how the story ends.

There is no voice acting, which shocked me at first but I ended up loving it by the end. Some of the puzzles were quite tricky,
others not. I did love the artwork, and the music. This act is a short one, and I got it on sale.
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